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NEWS

Sanders, Trump win
Michigan primaries

Destigmatizing mental health

Though Donald Trump won the
statewide Republican primary. Ted
Cruz swept West Michigan counties
amid record-breaking voter turnout

Student senate, Counseling Center team up to host
inaugural Mental Health Awareness Week on campus

SEE A5
BY JESS HODGE
JHODGE@LANTHORN.COM

A&E

Laker alumnus creates
local coloring book
Alumnus Travis Clement designed a
coloring book based on the city of
Grand Rapids and its landmarks to
help support pride among residents

WORK

RELATIONSHIPS
HOMEWORK

SEE A6

SPORTS

TIME
MANAGEMENT

GV softball dominates
during Florida trip
Led by deep pitching and explosive
offense, the Grand Valley State
softball team cruised to a 10-2 finish
during its annual spring break slate

FRIENDS

SEE A9

ONLINE

Join the GVLSports
Bracket Challenge
Visit www.bit.ly/GVLSports to
participate in the Lanthorn Sports
March Madness Bracket Challenge,
as the top 10 brackets earn prizes

WHAT STRESSES STUDENTS OUT?

rand Valley State University’s stu
dent senate has teamed up with the
Counseling Center to host its in
augural Mental Health Awareness
Week campaign with events occur
ring from Monday until Wednesday.
The week will be filled with information about
mental health with the hopes that students will
become more educated about their own mental
health and of the mental health of their peers.
As student senators table throughout the
week and hand out wristbands, the Counseling
Center will provide peer educators to help aid
any questions or concerns students may have.
There will also be QPR training for any student
who would like to attend on Wednesday from
5:30 p.m. until 6:30 p.m.
QPR training is a nationally recognized suicide
prevention gatekeeper training. Melissa SelbyTheut, therapist and outreach coordinator at the
Counseling Center, is excited to offer the training
as part of Mental Health Awareness Week.
“It is great for equipping students with the
skills and knowledge they need to attend to
somebody who might be experiencing a mental
health emergency,” she said.
Although the university hosts monthly QPR
training sessions, student senate will be co-spon
soring this week’s training.
The Counseling Center, in addition to provid
ing QPR training and peer educators, is also pro
viding the university with information about men
tal health by displaying facts around campus.
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Student senate election
applications due next week

More than two dozen
bikes stolen at GV

26 bicycles reported
stolen, half left unlocked
“When students use a
small, thin lock, is it very
easy for people to cut through
ince August, 26 those locks and take the bike,”
cases of bicyde DeHaan said.
GVPD encourages stu
theft have been
reported to the dents to register their bikes
Grand
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State University police depart DeHaan said.
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with us, it is very hard to track
bikes were not locked.
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erty theft have declined in re istering bikes, we can identify
cent years, bicyde theft is on stolen material and use our re
the rise according to FBI statis sources to locate property!’
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tics. It is estimated that over 1.5
—
staff can regis
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at
www.gvsu.
year. According
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to the national
“Because
The
registra
bike
registry,
bikes were not
tion page will
the biggest place
ask you to enter
where bike theft
locked, a crime
personal
and
occurs is on col
of opportunity
bike informa
lege campuses.
tion. The more
presents Itself.”
For
example,
detailed the de
over half of the
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the
property crime
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better
chance
in the University
GVPD CAPTAIN
of retrieving a
of California in
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volves the theft
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“Because bikes were not sticker will arrive in the mail
locked, a crime of opportunity to be placed on a bike.
For a large-scale investiga
presents itselfT said QtpL Bran
tion, GVPD can enter stolen
don DeHaan of GVPD.
The Pew Campus Security registered bikes into a national
Department recommends us computer for law enforcement
ing a U-Lock style lock for se across the nation. One stolen
curing bicydes. This style lock
is harder to cut or damage.
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Governing positions encourage
student engagement on campus
INVOLVED: Jorden Simmons (left), vice president of student senate, speaks to the senators at a meeting. Student senate is holding
elections beginning March 27, and students can pick up an election packet from Room 0040 in the Kirkhof Center. GVL I KEVIN sielaff
BY MADDIE FORSHEE
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

or students that are looking
to get civically involved on
campus or for more leader
ship opportunities, Grand
Valley State University’s stu
dent senate is the chance for students to
develop their leadership skills and make
lasting changes on campus.
Student senate is currently holding its
2016-17 elections for new and returning
student senators and are calling upon all
GVSU students to apply and get involved.
Students do not have to be interested in
politics or be political science majors to be

involved with student senate.
“Student senate is just all about mak
ing Grand Valley a better place, we’re
not politically affiliated,” said Ella Fritzemeier, vice president of public rela
tions. “A lot of the work is about civic
engagement and building better rela
tionships with the community.”
Student senate is GVSU’s only stu
dent governing body and consists of 50
senators of all years, majors and areas of
interest. Student senate is comprised of
a cabinet and seven committees: Senate
resources, finance, campus affairs, educa
tional affairs, diversity affairs, external re
lations and public relations. Each senator
is on a committee, and each committee

student leaders

WANTED

deals with vastly different topics.
In the past, student senate’s educa
tional affairs committee has worked
on approving new academic minors,
while the external relations committee
has worked with Allendale community
members to head up a project making
48th Avenue safer.
Currently, student senate is working
on bringing an Army ROTC program to
campus and creating a cultural student
organization board to make it easier for
cultural organizations to collaborate with
each other, among other things.
When electing students to senate,
SEE VOTE | A2

SEE BIKE I A2
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32ND ANNUAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD TO DRAW 1,500
STUDENT COMPETITORS
Grand Valley State University’s 32nd annual Region 12
Science Olympiad tournament is expected to draw in more
than 1,500 local students to compete in science-based chal
lenges on March 19.
Presented by GVSU's Regional Math and Science Center
(RMSC), the tournament will challenge student competitors
to build roller coasters, launch rockets and construct robots,
among other events.
Competitors will come from 45 middle schools and 25
high schools in West Michigan.
The tournament will take place from 8:30 a.m. until 6
p.m. at Fieldhouse Arena, located on GVSU’s Allendale
Campus. Winners of the competition will then advance to
the state tournament on April 30.
For more information about the Science Olympiad tour
nament, visit www.gvsu.edu/rmsc.

PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL FAIR
Grand Valley State University students will have the op
portunity to learn more about programs offered in graduate
and professional schools from around the world during the
Professional School Fair on March 17.
Programs in optometry, dentistry, occupational therapy,
pharmacy and more will be on display at the fair. Admission
representatives from each program will also be available to
answer student questions.
The Professional School Fair is set to take place from 10
a.m. until 2 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center’s Grand River Room.
Attendees are invited to watch a presentation on osteo
pathic medicine following the fair from 2:30 p.m. until 4:30
p.m. in Room 2263 of the Kirkhof Center.

PROFESSIONAL MENTORSHIP PROGRAM TO HOLD
CLOSING CEREMONY
The Seidman College of Business will hold a closing
ceremony for students who completed the department
of management’s professional mentorship program on
March 16.
In the professional mentorship program, manage
ment students partner with local professionals to discuss
career goals, study habits and more throughout the year.
The closing ceremony will celebrate both the students
who completed the program as well as the professionals
who participated.
The closing ceremony is set to take place from 5 p.m.
until 7 p.m. in the L. William Seidman Center.
For more information about the event, go to www.gvsu.
edu/mentorship.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR TO DISCUSS
GENTRIFICATION OF NEIGHBORHOODS
An expert on community development will visit Grand
Valley State University to discuss the effects of whites mov
ing into black neighborhoods on March 14.
Lance Freeman, professor of urban planning at Columbia
University (N.Y.), has focused his research on gentrification
and the ethnic and racial stratification in housing markets.
In his lecture, Freeman will ask whether whites moving into
black neighborhoods can be considered gentrification or
ttjearrival of an integrationist era.
The event is free to the public. The opening reception
will be held at 6 p.m. in the Loosemore Auditorium of the
DeVos Center. The lecture and discussion panel will follow
at 6:30 p.m.

HEALTH
CONTINUED FROM A1

“We provided some facts about mental
health, both specific to Grand Valley and
Grand Valley students as well as facts that
relate to mental health nationally,” SelbyTheut said “Those will be placed across
campus for students to see with the inten
tion of normalizing peoples experiences
with mental health and also normalizing
mental health treatment. “
Student senators presented the idea of
Mental Health Awareness Week after they
attended a conference where they decided
to make it a statewide initiative.
Kristoffer Butler, a senator on the cam
pus affairs committee, has worked closely
on the project and hopes students will learn
about the resources available to them on
and around campus.
“(Its) to become aware of the re
sources we have here at the university,”
Butler said. “Help is available when
they need it and there is a support sys
tem here, not only through the Coun
seling Center but through friends and
faculty as they stand with them while
they are fighting their battles.”
A main goal that GVSU’s Counseling
Center wants to focus on for the week is the
destigmatization of mental health.
“(Were) encouraging people to reach
out and talk to each other, talk to us,” Selby-Theut said. “We want students to know
that were here (and) we have a whole host
of clinicians just waiting to help them out
We are being very purposeful about mak

VOTE
CONTINUED FROM A1

Fritzemeier said that student
senate looks at what students
are passionate about and their
past leadership roles as indi
cators of how well they would
do on senate.
“Its about what you want
to accomplish,” she said.
“Your passions about Grand
Valley is the biggest part. We
look for people who love be
ing at Grand Valley that want
to make a difference.”

ing sure that students are aware of services
as a part of this campaign. We want it to be
educational, we want it to be normalizing,
and we want it to be helpful.”
Student senate will also be hosting a so
cial media campaign around campus and
will be taking pictures with a sign that says
Grand Valley stands for mental health.’
“Were going to have student (organi
zations) and students walk by while we’re
tabling, if they want to, take a picture
with it,” Butler said. The senators also en
courage university departments to par
ticipate in the campaign.
Although this is only the first year
Mental Health Awareness Week will oc
cur, Butler hopes to see it continue to

VOL. SO

Any student interested in
running for student senate can
print an election packet off of
the student senate website or
pick one up from the student
senate office in Kirkhof Cen
ter Room 0040. Students must
fill out the election packet, get
75 student signatures as well
as two faculty signatures, have
their picture taken in the office
and return their packet to the
office by March 21 to be eligible
to be put on the ballot. Online,
students can fill out a bio to
introduce themselves, say why
they’re running for office and

to lay out their platform so peo
ple voting can support them.
If a student is appointed to
student senate, they will be on
the general body. After that,
the cabinet elections take place,
and then the cabinet will place
the new general body onto dif
ferent committees.
“I think it’s really important
to get involved in the commu
nity because that’s how you
figure out what you want to
do with your life,” Fritzemeier
said. “It’s a way of giving back
to the community, instead of
just going through the motions

AUDRA GAMBLE
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LOCKED UP: A bike repair station on GVSU's Pew Campus offers an array of tools for bike
repairs. Unlocked bikes on campus have lead to 26 bicycle thefts this year. GVL I archive
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Editor-in-chief

of being at Grand Valley. Be
ing civically engaged just opens
your mind a lot more to new
possibilities of things you have
never thought about.”
Voting for student sen
ate will begin on March 27
and is open to any current
student. Voting will end on
April 2 and results will be
announced on April 4.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Hantfjorn
EDITORIAL STAFF

grow in the upcoming years.
This week, Selby-Theut said, is not
meant to act as pressure for students to
self-disdose or act as a trigger. The big
gest take away she wants students to have
is facts and information.
“Its important that any time were
talking about mental health, we can
make sure the information getting out
there is safe and in the best interest of the
campus community and accurate and
clinically sound,” she said. “The more we
understand about (mental health), the
more it is destigmatized, but the better
people can interact in a world where a lot
of people are living with, surviving and
overcoming mental health concerns.”

STRESSED OUT: Danielle Sirles from the Counseling Center shares tips at the Professional
Development Seminar: Midterm Stress Buster last semester. GVL I kasey garvelink

LOSING WEIGHT IN THE SUPERMARKET WORKSHOP
Losing weight through healthy eating as opposed to
physical exercise will be the point of focus during a public
workshop on March 14.
Lindsey DesArmo, a health and wellness specialist at
Grand Valley State University, will teach attendees about
the importance of stocking your shopping cart and kitchen
with healthy foods. Attendees will also have a chance at
winning a Meijer gift card to go toward purchasing such
food items.
"Manage Your Weight in the Supermarket, Not the
Gym,” will take place from 6 p.m. until 7 p.m. at the Meijer
customer service desk in Standale, Michigan.

#

Call or Text: 616.248.1545

prcgr.org

bikes are entered in this database, if a
bike is found anywhere around the U.S.,
GVPD will be notified and property can
be returned to the original owner.
Although there are many materials
available for investigating registered, sto
len bikes, doing everything possible to
avoid bike theft in the first place is much
easier, DeHaan said.
“Students need to be locking their
bikes,” he said. “If you haven’t registered
your bike with us, it is going to be very
difficult to find it”
If your bicycle is stolen while on cam
pus, contact the Pew Campus Security
Department right away at (616) 331-6677.

MARCH 14, 2016
GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

STUDYING SUSTAINABILITY
Geography and planning department expands to include new courses
BY SANDA VAZGEC
SVAZGEC@LANTHORN.COM

ith the world constant
ly evolving, Grand
Valley State University
aims to make its pro
grams up to date with
whats going on in todays world.
With that idea in mind, the geog
raphy department is expanding its
curriculum to incorporate more
solutions to modern problems.
The department will now be
called the geography and sustain
able planning department and will
incorporate over 20 courses con
cerning sustainability.
Elena Lioubimtseva, chair of the
department, said the program offers
the integration of economic develop
ment, social priorities, place-based
problem solving as well as the interna
tional connection of all elements of ge

ography. The program will also cover
the solutions and adaptations to global
issues such as climate change.
The department offers programs
for students to major and minor in
as well as certificates in GIS software
and sustainability.
The job market for graduates with a
degree in geography is very promising.
“The mean annual salary for
those in the geography field is
around $75,000 according to na
tional averages,” Lioubimtseva said.
“That’s just with a bachelor’s degree,
so if they have certificates in addi
tion to that or decide to further their
education that number goes up.”
Lioubimtseva said geography
majors are high in demand because
the field covers so many important
aspects. Not only do graduates grasp
concepts about geographic plan
ning, but they are also educated in
regional, language and area studies.

The students learn how to operate provide information about the geogra
remote sensing, satellite and cartog phy major as well as give students an
opportunity to meet alumni and those
raphy technology.
The department is also very con currently working in the field.
The event will feature
nected with local com
keynote speaker George
panies and prospective
Heartwell, former may
employers to better
“Sustainability...
or of Grand Rapids and
serve the students. Lio
is about much
current community sus
ubimtseva said the
tainability coordinator
larger social and
program wants to in
at GVSU.
corporate everything
political concepts
Alyson Mabie, a se
employers are looking
like human health
nior geography major,
for so that graduates
will also speak at the
are fully prepared for
and equal access
event about why she
the workforce.
to resources.”
chose the field and how
The
department
it has impacted her life.
will hold an open
ALYSON MABIE
“I believe geogra
house on March 15
GVSUSTUDENT
phy’s
interdisciplin
from 5:30 p.m. until
ary nature cultivates
7:30 p.m. in Kirkhof
Center Room 2204. The event is a unique outlook on the world and
open to all students and members of our place in it,” Mabie said. “No sub
ject matter is off limits because ev
the GVSU community.
The goal of the open house is to erything has a place.”

INCLUSION

Mabie said sustainability is very
important to geography and that the
department’s remodeled program
will advance students’ knowledge and
problem solving skills in the field.
“It is hard for me to imagine any
thing more pertinent in today’s world
than for us to pursue ideas and options
that will allow the human race to con
tinue existing without destroying the
planet that sustains us,” Mabie said.
“Sustainability goes beyond electric
cars and bike paths. It is also about
much larger social and political con
cepts like human health and equal ac
cess to resources.”
The event will have on-site advising
to ensure any questions students have
will be answered.
GO TO:

□

www.gvsu.«du/g«ography
FOR MORE INFORMATION

DEVELOPMENT

GV Women’s History Month
to celebrate, honor feminism
BY DREW HOWARD
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State University will
celebrate Women’s History Month
this March with a variety of events
beginning March 15.
Developed in collaboration be
tween the women, gender and sexuality stud
ies department and the Women’s Center, this
year’s Women’s History Month will aim to edu
cate the community on feminism as it relates
to history and today’s culture.
Danielle DeMuth, associate professor of
women, gender and sexuality studies, said it’s
important that GVSU celebrates women’s history.
“It’s important to celebrate contributions to
feminism that help us expand ideas of what femi
nism is and in ways that take on an intersectional
approach to understanding feminist history, the
ory and activism,” DeMuth said.
The month-long celebration is set to kick off
with a “Talk Back Tuesday” event on March 15 at
noon in the Women’s Center lobby.
"> Allison Montaie, assistant director of the
Women’s Center, said the event will provide a
space for discussion on race and gender.
“It’s really informal. We provide refreshments
and invite students, faculty and staff to come to
the Women’s Center and just have conversation
around a particular issue,” Montaie said. “Some
times those are facilitated by me, and sometimes
they’re facilitated by guests.”
On March 23, a screening of the film “She’s
Beautiful When She’s Angry’’ will take place at
4:30 p.m. in the Pere Marquette Room.
Co-sponsored by Delta Tau Delta, the docu
mentary tells the story of the women who found

ed the modem women’s movement from 1966
to 1971. A conversation about the film will take
place following the screening.
Montaie said she also encourages students to
attend “Amp Up Your Power,” the latest install
ment of the Women’s Center storyteller series.
Hosted by Steffanie Rosalez, program director
for the Grandville Avenue Arts and Humanities
Cook Arts Center, and local hip hop artist Lady
Ace Boogie, the workshop is set to take place on
March 30 from 4 p.m. until 6 p.m. in Room 2270
in the Kirkhof Center.
“Rosalez and Lady Ace Boogie are going to
come and do a workshop with students that re
ally centers on gender and race and social justice,
and try to pull some stories out through music
making and songwriting,” Montaie said. “If stu
dents think, ‘I’ve never made a song before,’ this
is still really good for them.”
Women’s History Month will come to
a close with an event called “Equalitea” on
March 31 at 3 p.m. in the Grand River Room.
At the event, students, faculty and staff will be
given the opportunity to discuss social and
gender justice over tea and food.
Montaie said events for Women’s History
Month were created with all women in mind.
“When I say women, I also mean trans wom
en and the stories of women of color we don’t
hear as often,” she said. “We’re really expanding
that notion of what is women’s history and also
what is our future as women are becoming lead
ers in a whole host of different ways, so we want
to talk about that as well.”
GO TO:
www.gvsu.edu/wc
FOR MORE INFORMATION

A GIRL’S WORLD: Campus sustainability coordinator Yumi Jakobcic attends a lecture by Danielle Lake
in the Women’s Center on Feb. 17. Women's History Month will kick off on Tuesday. GVL I LUKE HOLMES

WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to cheerleading.

TACNH

Strengt
leaders
offered

LEADERS: Service and leadership assistant for the Office of Student Life, Emily Cabot, explains to
the audience what SrengthsQuest is all about on March 2 in the Kirkhof Center, gvl I EMILY FRYE
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRADY@LANTHORN.COM

... I hat are your
strengths?
To help sfu-

WfeJUM Valley
l*ents at

Grand
State
University navigate their aca
demic and personal lives, the
Office of Student Life is host
ing a StrengthsQuest series to
help students discover their
particular specialized knowl
edge and skill sets.
A three-part leadership se
ries, students started by taking
the Clifton StrengthsFinder, a
30-minute web-based assess
ment, to find their top five sig
nature themes and then bring
that report to the discover ses
sion, which was on March 2
in the Grand River Room in
Kirkhof, to learn how to im
plant their given strengths in
their daily lives.
Nicole Wilson, graduate
assistant in the Laker Leader
ship programs at GVSU and
one of the facilitators of the
leadership-based series, said
that the reason why this series
is being conducted at GVSU is
because it is rooted in positive
psychology and helping stu
dents better themselves.
“Normally, we focus in our
society on what we are not do

ing well,” she said. “Instead,
StrengthsQuest focuses on
wh$t we are doing well.”
Focusing on discover,
work and leadership in the
series, StrengthsQuest em
phasized that taking the as
sessment is the first step in the
program. The second step,
work, teaches students how
to incorporate their strengths
into their career plan so that
they may narrow down a ca
reer path or learn how to in
clude those strengths within
their resume or cover letter.
A work-focused session will
be held on March 16 from 6
p.m. until 7 p.m. in Kirkhof
Center Room 2259.
The third step, leadership,
will help students maximize
their strengths for current
and future leadership roles. A
leadership session will be held
on April 2 from 1 p.m. until
3:30 p.m. in Kirkhof Center
Room 2263 and on April 6
from 6 p.m. until 8:30 p.m. in
Kirkhof Center Room 2259.
Emily Cabot, an intern in
the Office of Student Life who
helped conduct the discover
portion of the series, said that
attendance was five times
greater in the winter semester
than in the fall semester.
She hopes the strengthsbased series will become

more well-known on cam
pus and will allow further
participation in the follow,
ing academic year.
ning to become more wellused across campuses and
in the career field as it is an
asset that students can use to
set themselves apart,” she said.
“The participants are always
really awesome and we have
great conversations and the
feedback is always positive.
We hope to develop this even
more in the future.”
Wilson said that while the
series has been branded into
focusing on discover, work
and leadership, the series is fo
cused on positivity and work
ing for themselves.
“(If) you are a first year
student and trying to just be
come more self-aware, this is
a really great tool for you,” she
said. “It’s also equally as great
for graduating seniors who
will be going career field soon
and need to find a best fit of an
employer who will be able to
use their strengths.”

GO TO:
www.gvsu.*du/)Md«rsMp
FOR HOOF INFORMATION 0*

www.strangthsquMt.com
TO TAKE me ONLINE ASSESSMENT

Heart's Journey

Wellness Center
Yoga. Counseling. Workshops.
All different types of Yoga,
from beginner to advanced, including:

HOT YOGA

YOGA THERAPY

Where's your breath?

6189 Lake Michigan Drive, Allendale Ml
616-307-1617 (ph) * 888-972-8714 (fax)
www.HeartsJourneyWellness.com
lumij JMSuy
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It’s OK to
not be OK
Seeking help for mental health
is crucial for college success
hen you’re five
cups of cof
fee in and two
papers behind,
your
mental
health usually isn’t the first
thing on your mind. In fact,
it’s probably the last.
As college students, we’ve
been told to study as much as
possible, get a healthy amount
of sleep, maintain our grades,
participate in extracurricular
activities and still have time
for what’s left of our social
life. It’s a precious balancing
act that takes a lot of time and
skill to maintain, and many
students can’t prioritize all of
those things at one time.
In an effort to ease a lit
tle bit of the stress and pro
vide for some much need
ed “me” time, Grand Valley
State University’s student
senate has teamed up with
the Counseling Center to
host the first ever Mental
Health Awareness Week,
starting this Monday.
This campaign is a great
and necessary addition to
our campus. We tend to
treat mental health as taboo,
but we need to take away
the stigma of talking about
mental health. College is a
tough, stressful time in life
and, like it or not, most of
us have a long road ahead of
us. Knowing your personal
limitations and strategies for
handling stress is imperative.
By teaming up with the
Counseling Center, students
will be able to participate in
QPR training, a specific type
of training that deals with
mental health crisis situatiZfisTlSuclents are encour
aged to take part in the train
ing so they can better help
their friends or classmates if
they need someone to talk to.
Taking preventative mea
sures against mental health
issues is often something that
college students ignore. Stu
dents work and work until
they are so stressed out that
things fall apart. It’s important
to intervene before things get

out of control Finding strate
gies to relieve stress, design
ing your schedule so that you
can handle all of the respon
sibilities and seeking outside
help when you need it are
great ways to keep your men
tal health in check.
The dangers of keeping
issues or concerns bottled
up inside are rarely tangible
until they actually occur.
1 hough burying problems
and pretending they don’t
exist often seems like the
first lesson in College Stu
dent 101, counseling services
exist on college campuses
across the nation for a rea
son. Counselors exist to help,
to serve and to listen. Disre
garding the idea of visiting
a counseling center because
of a negative stigma, prede
termined ideas or skepticism
can quickly shut the door on
exactly what a number of
college students are looking
for - someone to listen.
Ultimately, keeping your
self mentally healthy will
help you not only now but
in the future. All jobs and
personal lives have stress.
There’s no way to avoid it.
Over time, stress can lead
to ulcers, heart attacks and
sometimes strokes. Working
on strategies for handling
stress now will help you
handle the stress of the fu
ture in a healthier way.
Sometimes we forget that
it’s OK to ask for help and
don’t look for the resources
around us. Making mental
health awareness present
and accessible on campus is
a key step toward making our
comm unifya safer and more
comfortable place.
It’s OK to not be OK, but
it’s never acceptable to disre
gard the resources available
that can help you. Lakers, if
you’re feeling overwhelmed,
depressed, anxious or you
think something just isn’t
quite right, take this opportu
nity to seek the help you need
to be mentally healthy.
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The value of the cassette (and Eminem)

BY JAKE KEELEY
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

]

I or whatever
reason, there is a
special affection
1
a person has for
their first car.
How someone could ever love
some tiny foreign automobile
is beyond me, but hey, to each
their own. Myself, I lucked
into my first car, because it
just so happens to be the best
automobile ever made.
That’s right, I’m not just
talking make and model year,
I’m talking my specific ride.
It’s a 1999, two-door Jeep
Wrangler, and to save you
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WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Lant • horn, n. [old English]
Lanthorn is two syllables,
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a
lantern that was used in midto-late 16th century Europe. It
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single lens made of a thin piece
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: "Give light and the
people will find their own way.”

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn’s opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion. The
Lanthorn will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved
for letters to the editor only,

all other reader-generated
content can be submitted to
the Grand Valley Lanthorn’s
YourSpace page by emailing
community@lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission,
email at editorial@lanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

WHAT’S YOUR PROBLEM?
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT
YOU NEED HELP SOLVING?
SEND US AN EMAIL.
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with two sides — when you
get through with the first
half of the album you have
to flip to the second side of
the album. If you don’t like a
song, too bad, you can’t skip
it. Instead, you have to fast
forward over to where you
think the beginning of the
next song is.
So you can imagine
after the news dropped that
Eminem planned to rerelease The Slim Shady LP on
cassette, I was quite excited
for it. To my surprise, there
wasn’t actually that much of a
change in the resale value of
my Jeep, but I am a big Shady
fan, so win-win.
You see, I am, and I believe
to a certain extent all of us are,
what you call a product of my
environment. Growing up in
the Metro Detroit area meant
that my friends and I grew
up with very unique, strong
cultural influences: cars, sports
and music. It’s not as simple as
it sounds, but that’s a column
for another time.
Seeing as I never had an
interest in an NHL career, you

better believe that I listened to
plenty of Eminem. As a matter
of fact, I think “Lose Your
self” was on every basketball
warm up mix of every team
I played on since it came out.
Sometimes I’ll even listen to
it moments before I have an
important test to take, just to
get the juices flowing. Now, 1
was far from alone.
When Eminem repped
the 313 we swelled with pride
because that was our area code,
not knowing that we were
actually worlds apart. That
was no matter to us though,
we still begged our parents for
bleached hair and the explicit
version instead of the clean
one. Who knows, maybe since
I’m of age I’ll finally be able to
get both this time.
Call me old school, call
me throw back, just don’t call
me a hipster. I hope Eminem
starts a trend, and cassettes
make a comeback. In my best
Slim Shady impression, “I lis
ten to cassette tapes in my ’99
Jeep. Don’t you want to grow
up to be just like me?”

Gender equality in popular movies
‘Zootopia’ illustrates the issues of male-dominated careers

GVL EDITORIAL BOARD
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A.A. KNORR
CLAIRE FISHER
ASHLYN KORIENEK

some time, because I could
write this entire column
about it, if I won the lottery
I would sell it, only to buy it
back for a higher price. That’s
how much I think of my Jeep.
If you don’t understand, it’s
because it’s a Jeep thing, you
wouldn’t understand. Good
or bad, depending on how
you look at it, that resale
price just went up, because
standard with all 1999 Wran
glers comes a cassette player.
Isn’t a cassette just an
infinitely worse CD, you ask?
Perhaps, but if people are
allowed to like vinyl because
“it sounds better,” then I
am most certainly allowed
to listen to cassettes. If you
had the pleasure of listening
to music through a cassette
deck, there is definitely some
thing unique about it.
Because my mother is
cheap and has a hard time
throwing things away, char
acteristics that often describe
a hoarder, I remember
cassettes just as I remember
VHS’s. For you youngsters
out there, a cassette comes

BY EMILY DORAN
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

his past week, I
went to see the
movie “Zootopia.”
To be honest, I
wasn’t expect
ing it to be much more than
another “OK” animated film,
but instead, I was pleasantly
surprised by its quality and
relevance. I don’t think that
I’ve ever seen so much blatant
(yet tasteful) social commen
tary packed into an animated
movie before. In particular,
along with excellent com
mentary on discrimination in
general, “Zootopia” success
fully touches on the issue of

gender inequality.
The protagonist, a female
rabbit who has aspirations
of becoming a cop, faces
negativity and disbelief in
her abilities from all fronts,
including her parents, her
police academy instructor
and her eventual boss and
coworkers. Despite her enthu
siasm, hard work, determina
tion and indisputable success,
she is consistently doubted
because of her size and femi
ninity. This discrimination
manifests itself in numerous
ways, much like in real life.
Her parents, for example, are
concerned about her aspira
tions because they fear for her
safety. They would prefer that
she stay with them and lead a
quiet, ambitionless life instead
of pursuing her goals and
venturing into the potentially
dangerous world outside.
I think that this is some
thing that a lot of women
(myself included) experience.
My parents, for example,
can be overly protective and
concerned when I express a
desire to go to certain places,

near or far. Their concerns are
legitimate and their intentions
well-meaning, but they can’t
realistically expect me to put
my plans on hold for safety’s
sake; if I think that study
ing abroad will enhance my
college education, I won’t be
deterred by their fear of me
leaving the country.
There are, of course,
other manifestations of
gender discrimination which
“Zootopia“highlights and
which stem from less wellmeaning intentions. The pro
tagonist’s boss initially refuses
to give her any serious assign
ments, despite her success as a
police academy graduate, and
then puts extremely unrealistic
expectations on her in order
for her to maintain her job
after she abandons her post to
apprehend a robber.
He assumes, based on her
size and femininity, that she
cannot possibly be a successful
police officer who is capable
of enduring the physical chal
lenges that her dream job
entails. This is another issue
that many women face today.

Just this past week, I offered
to carry a heavy trunk for an
older male relative who has
bad knees. His initial reaction
(which, admittedly, I believe
was not ill-intentioned)
was, “Oh, you can’t do that.”
Depending on how heavy the
trunk was, perhaps he was
right. But he was making an
assumption, and a danger
ous one at that. He seemed
to forget that I regularly train
to lift amounts significantly
heavier than my body weight
and immediately assumed that
I would be unable to help him
because of my size and gender.
Gender inequality is a
serious problem which many
women face at some time
or another. “Zootopia” does
a good job addressing this
prevalent issue by center
ing on a female protagonist
who successfully overcomes
daily discrimination from
the multitude of people she
encounters. I highly recom
mend seeing it, and then take
a hard look at the assump
tions you make in your daily
life about womens abilities.
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HOW DO YOU RELIEVE STRESS?

C’ARRA MILLER

CORINNE LARATONDA

"I think you should talk to someone who is a
good listener. If you don’t, you’ll just bottle it
up."

“Listening to music. If I’m really overwhelmed. I
go for a long car ride.”

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Chemistry
HOMETOWN: Detroit. Michigan

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Public relations
HOMETOWN: Fraser. Michigan

CONNOR DAVIDSON

ASHLEY TURNER

"Working out and talking to other people."

"Probably talking with my friends and laughing
with them. They make me feel better and tell me
I’ll get through it."

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Criminal justice
HOMETOWN: Fenton. Michigan

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Biomedical sciences
HOMETOWN: Higgins Lake. Michigan
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On March 8, a record number of Michiganders showed up to
vote. More than 34 percent of registered voters cast ballots,
breaking the 1972 record of 1.9 million voters by 600,000 votes.

PRIMARY DEBATES: Dozens of protesters gather outside of the Fox Theatre in Detroit on March 3 to voice their opinions about minimum wage and Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder. For more primary election coverage
and photo galleries, visit www.lanthorn.com for individual candidates' town halls and rallies as well as both the Democratic debate in Flint, Michigan on March 6 and the GOP debate last week. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

THE BETTER BOOKSTORE!
GUARANTEED LOWER TEXTBOOK
PRICES AND AN AWESOME GVSU
h.
CLOTHING SECTION!
A

LOCATED ON PIERCE STREET,
JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS.

WWW.BRIANSBOOKS.COM

At Enclave, you have your own cottage home, your own space
- all withiti a community that has everything you could ever
need and a bunch of stuff you don’t (hut stjll want).

855-789-7782

vvww.enelavonow.com

Ready to step up to a better
place? It’s all here.
• ♦

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
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GV alumnus publishes Grand Rapids
coloring book

am junmnas roi one-act punrs
Seven student directors will culminate the semester
by fully staging a series of one-act plays, and they
need actors to assist them. Auditions for the plays will
be held from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. on March 15 in Room
1506 of the Performing Arts Center.
This is an opportunity to work with new directors
and showcase talents for Grand Valley State University
theater faculty, staff and students. The performance
dates will be April 18-22.
Monologues are encouraged for those audition
ing but not necessary, as cold reading material will be
provided. If possible, plan to stay for the entire session.
Those able tb attend the full session will be seen and
have the opportunity to work with all directors.

BY MARISSA LAPORTE
MLAPORTE@LANTHORN.COM

rand
Valley
State University
alumnus Travis
Clement has il
lustrated
and
self-published a coloring book
for adults based on the city of
Grand Rapids to share his art
work, as well as his admiration
and pride for the city.
“Everyone that lives in their
city has pride in their city,”
Clement said. “There’s a lot of
landmarks that are reflected in
that coloring book and I feel
like what people would get the
most (out of the coloring book)
is pride in Grand Rapids.”
Clement studied illustration
at GVSU from 1999 until 2004.
After graduation, he worked as
a commercial artist at Trader
Joe’s for 10 years. Recently, he
has branched out on his own as
more of an independent artist.
He said he began following the
trend of adult coloring books
first by illustrating coloring
books for the cities of Chicago
and Asheville, North Carolina.
Clement said he wanted to
create an adult coloring book

Grand Valley State University faculty Megan Crawford
and Sookkyung Cho will perform a recital at 7:30 p.m. on
March 15 in the Sherman Van Solkema Recital Hall (Room
1325) of the Performing Arts Center. The recital will
feature Crawford on the violin and Cho on the piano.
For more information, email choso@gvsu.edu.

CLASSICS RUN SEMES
The Winter Classics Film Series “Mimeseis" will continue
at 6 p.m. on March 16 in Lake Michigan Hall Room 176 with
“Battlestar Galactica Ep. 1.1.” The series shows students how
ancient texts continue to translate into modern literatures
and productions.
For more information, contact David Crane at
craneda@gvsu.edu.

OTBIMCMKMT
Spotlight Productions will host its monthly Open Mic
Night at 6 p.m. on March 18 in Area 51 of the Kirkhof
Center. Anyone is welcome to come and show off whatev
er talent they might have. There will be brownies available
to attendees. The event is free and open to the public.
For more information, visit www.gvsu.edu/studentlife.

JOHN BALL ZOO

***- Hubert Massey, GVSU alumnus and artist, works on a mural.
He creates similar pieces for his career. COURTESY | HUBERT MASSEY

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, IL
IN 1983 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.
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8" SUB SANDWICHES

#1 PEPE4
#2 BIG JOHN4
Medium rare choice roast beef. mayo,
lettuce & tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA4
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, sliced cucumber.iettuce £ tomato.
(My tuna rocks! Sprouts* optional)

#4 TURKEY TOM4
Fresh sliced turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo.
The original (Sprouts* optional)

#5 VITO4

My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced / grain bread or my famous
homemade French bread! Tell us when you order!

SLIMS*
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

SUM I
SUM 2
SUM 3
SUM 4
SUM 5
SUM 6

Ham A cheese
Roast beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola. cheese
Double provolone

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

cQDKSMP
Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

•SsST*.
Cty platters *

lacon. lettuce, tomato A mayo!

(My III. rocks)

"Hem***1

★ SIDES ★

OEIIVERT ORDERS may include
a delivery charge.

* Chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie

* Extra cheese or extra avocado spread

FREEBIES

(SUBS 6 CLUBS ONLY)

Onion lettuce, tomato, mayo, sliced cucumber,
hot peppers. Iijon mustard yellow mustard,
oil A vinegar, oregano, sprouts*.

#7 SMOKED HAM CLUB

hough images of
the “Mona Lisa”
or
“American
Gothic” have be
come iconic, art
doesn’t have to be constrained
to an easel. The work of
Grand Valley State University
alumnus and muralist Hu
bert Massey has shown that
unique creations can be pro
duced through grand com
binations of art, architecture
and engineering.
Massey said that his piec
es, which can reach 30 feet
high and 30 feet wide, tran
scend typical ideas of art.
“I do large-scale, monu
mental pieces of artwork. My
pieces are not the kind of pieces
you hang on the wall,” Miassey
said. “They actually become the
wall, and it happens to be art.”
Massey is the current presi
dent of Hubert Massey Murals,
a group that creates communi
ty art projects, murals and in
stallations. Massey has taught

mural painting techniques to
younger artists through groups
like the Detroit Summer Youth
Employment program and the
Advanced Gifted and Talented
program.
A 1981 graduate of GVSU,
Massey left the university
with a degree in studio art.
One of his fresco murals,
“Importing and Exporting of
Knowledge,” remains on dis
play in the DeVos Center.
During his time at GVSU,
Massey studied abroad at the
University of London. He
said experiencing European
architecture strongly influ
enced his artistic future.
“Being exposed to a num
ber of Reubens and Rem
brandts (in Europe) and just
understanding the archi
tectural structure that was
housing these art pieces just
had a major affect on me,”
Massey said.

LOG ONTO:
www.lanthorn.com
FOR THE FULL ARTICLE

1/4 pound of real wood smoked ham.
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato A mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB4
Choice roast beef, smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato A mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB4
Genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo A our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(Order it with hot peppers)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB4
A full 1/4 pound of medium rare roast beef,
provolone. lettuce, tomato A mayo

#11 COUNTRY CLUB4
#12 BEACH CLUB4 ® &Y
Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato and mayo!

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB4
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, lettuce, tomato A mayo. (Try it on my
7 grain whole wheat bread. This veggie sandwich
is really yuihmy! Sprouts* optional)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB4
#15 CLUB TUNA4

leal potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle

* Extra load of meat

because I grew up here and
have a lot of fond memories
of many of these landmarks,
so it was fun to both color
and reminisce,” Dewitt said.
“I would encourage anyone at
any age to pick up a coloring
book. They are great way to
take a ‘brain break’ instead of
hopping onto the internet.
“I think we’re all a kid at
heart and coloring allows us
to exercise our imagination in
the midst of a stressful day.”
Clement’s Grand Rapids
coloring book can be found
at Rebel Reclaimed, the JW
Marriott Hotel, Kennedy’s
Flowers and Gifts and on Etsy
at Sprouted Scribbles.

Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato A mayo.
An American classic!

* Soda Pop

*

he would’ve taken marketing
classes to help him get the
word out about his art.
To catch up, Clement said
he draws on his experience
from Trader Joe’s, watches You
Tube videos and reads books
on marketing to teach himself
how to promote his work.
Danielle Dewitt, GVSU’s
stewardship manager, said
she has been in contact with
Clement via email about creat
ing a coloring book based on
GVSU, but nothing has been
solidified. Dewitt said coloring
can be therapeutic and she en
courages students to try it.
“I loved (Clement’s) col
oring book of Grand Rapids

Sliced turkey breast, real wood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato A mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

#6 THE VEGGIE ®
J.J.6.L.T.4

OK. SO MY SUBS REALLY AREN'T GOURMET AND
WE RE NOT FRENCH EITHER. MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER, THAT'S ALL1 I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES. BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO ST£K WITH GOURMET.
REGARDLESS OF WHAT SHE THINKS, FREAKY FAST
IS WHERE IT'S AT. I HOPE YOU LOVE ’EM AS MUCH
AS I DO* PEACE!
^.
.. CUwA,

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone.
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. A a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Not peppers by request)

layers of provolone cheese separated by real avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato A mayo. (Truly a
gourmet sub not for vegetarians only. Sprouts* optional)

COUMMG: Artist and GVSU alumnus Travis Clement designed a
coloring book about Grand Rapids, courtesy | TRAVIS clement

BY DAN GOUBERT
DGOUBERT@LANTHORN.COM

A new exhibit opens this week at the Grand Rapids
Public Museum called “The Robot Zoo.” The exhibit ex
plores the bio-mechanics of complex robots to discover
how real animals work. Eight robot animals and more
than a dozen hands-on activities illustrate real life char
acteristics, such as how a chameleon changes colors, a
giant squid propels itself and a fly walks on the ceiling.
For more information, visit www.grpm.org/RobotZoo.

Since

for Grand Rapids because that’s
he grew up there and is emo
tionally attached to the city.
“It all goes back to my
childhood,” he said. “I used
to watch a lot of cartoons
and when I wasn’t watching
cartoons I would be coloring
in coloring books. It was just
one of those things that was
a pastime for me. I wanted to
create something that kids of
this generation can enjoy too
and it’s centered around the
city they grew up in.*
To create this coloring
book, Clement said he took
photographs of locations in
Grand Rapids for inspiration
and reference.
“I like to walk around a lot
and take photos of architec
ture,” Clement said. “It seems
like whenever I live in a city,
I really want to be in touch
with the city. I spend a lot of
time wandering around and
collecting photos.”
Clement said he is grateful
for the time he spent study
ing at GVSU for providing
him with the education he
needed in illustration to be
come more of an indepen
dent artist. He said he wished

GV alumnus creates art on a larger scale

The John Ball Zoo is open for the first week of the
season this week. They will be open every day from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and adult tickets are $7.
For more information, visit www.jbzoo.org.

Real wood smoked ham and provolone cheese,
lettuce, tomato & mayo. (The original)
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ARTS AT A GLANCE

111 of my sandwiches are I inches of homemade
French bread, fresh veggies and the finest meats &
cheese I can buy! We slice everything fresh daily in this
store! It tastes better that way!
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THE J J.
GARGANTUAN'
The original gutbuhstuh! Genoa
salami, sliced smoked ham. capicola.
roast beef, turkey A provolone.
lammed into one of our homemade
French buns, then smothered with
onions, mayo, lettuce, tomato A our
homemade Italian vinaigrette.

The same as our #3 Totally Tuna except this one
has a lot more Housemade tuna salad, provolone.
sliced cucumber, lettuce A tomato. (Sprouts* optional)

#16 CLUB LULU4
Sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato
A mayo. (JJ s original turkey A bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER*
Real wood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce,
tomato A mayo! (This one rocks!)

WE DELAYER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
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BALTES, THORNTON TAKE
HOME REGIONAL AWARDS
► Grand Valley State head
. “coach Jerry Baltes was named
Jhe track and field Midwest
.Region Women’s Head Coach of
■the Year, and Darien Thornton
was named the Midwest Region
Men’s Field Athlete of the Year
by the USTFCCCA national of
fice in New Orleans.
Baltes, in his 17th year as
head coach, has now won
Coach of the Year honors
13 times overall. Under his
guidance, the Lakers have 17
consecutive GLIAC indoor track
and field championships. The
Lakers were nationally ranked
in the top five all season, and
placed third (women’s) and fifth
(men’s) at this year’s Division II
national championship meet:
Thornton has distinguished
himself as one of the best in
the weight throw in Division II
history. At the GVSU Mike Lints
Alumni Open on Jan. 31, he
recorded a school record with
a 22.42-meter throw. It was the
top mark in the Division II for this
season, and third all-time.
A complete list of the
awards given out can be found
at www.ustfccca.org.

GVSU WRESTLING NAMED
RUNNER-UPS
Grand Valley State’s club
wrestling placed second at the
NCWA national tournament in
Orlando, Florida from March
10-12, and several Lakers walked
away with individual honors in
the biggest meet of the year.
Zack Cooper won an indi
vidual championship and was
named the tournament’s most
outstanding wrestler. Austin
Geerlings finished second in
his weight class, while Mitch
Hrnyak and Bailey Bischer both
placed third in their respective
weight classes.
Gabe Stepanovich and
Harun Bogdanic both had
fifth-place finishes, Brendan
Hazelton placed sixth in his
weight class and Eric Dietz had
an eighth-place finish.
; It yv^s.the last scheduled;
meet of the season, according to
the team’s official site.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB CAP
TAIN TO COMPETE AT
NATIONALS

yjl

rand Valley State wasn’t supposed
to make an unexpected confer
ence tournament run. The Lakers
weren’t supposed to beat the No.
6-ranked team in the country with
out their two best players. They weren’t sup
posed to sweep their rival in the post season,
after being swept by them in the regular season.
But they did it anyway.
The Lakers (24-9) kicked off the first two rounds
of March Madness in the 2016 Midwest Regional
tournament at Ashland University with a 72-70 win
over No. 2 seed and the No. 6 overall team in Divi
sion II, Lewis University (28-3), 72-70, and a 63-56
win over Saginaw Valley State (22-9) on March 12.
The two wins come after GVSU made a sur
prise run to the GLIAC championship on March
6, in which the Lakers lost to Ashland 70-53.
“We lost a lot to Ashland, they played really
well and we just kind of wrote it off,” said GVSU
head coach Mike Williams. “We said, ‘You know
whdt, hey, that was our bad game and now we’re
going forward.’ It was a second chance to play
in the postseason and I think our players did a

MISS CLUTCH: Junior Janae Langs picks up her dribble during a Grand Valley State win over Hillsdale at
Fieldhouse Arena on Jan. 30. Langs and the Lakers play in the round of 16 on Monday. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

good job of taking advantage of it.”
The Lakers won both games despite star
forward Kayla Dawson being essentially a non
factor, after she suffered an ankle injury in the
loss to Ashland. Dawson had a combined 26
minutes and eight points in the two wins.
Lewis had lost two games all season going into
its bout with the Lakers, but one of those was a 7163 loss to GVSU on Nov. 25 at Fieldhouse Arena.
The Lakers had a 68-66 lead with 25 sec
onds left, and, with Bailey Cairnduff at the
line, they had a chance to make it a two-pos

session game with the shot clock turned off.
Cairnduff, who was shooting 91 percent
from the charity stripe this year, made the first
free throw, but missed the second to keep the
Flyers within one possession. A layup from the
Flyers’ Mariyah Brawner-Henley on the next
possession cut the lead to one, and the Flyers
fouled Cairnduff again to send her to the line.
Cairnduff split the pair again to keep the Flyers
w mum
SEE WBB | A8

TRACK AND FIELD

Grand Valley State stock
equestrian club captain Michelle
McDowell has been invited to
participate at the Intercollegiate
Horse Show Association (IHSA)
nationals from May 5-8 at
the Kentucky Horse Park in
Lexington, Kentucky.
McDowell, a junior, will
enter the competition as
the American Quarter Horse
Association (AQHA) High Point
Cup Rider. The honor was given
to her after she was the top
point-getter at the state com
petition for Zone 6, Region 4.
McDowell was a key cog in
the GVSU equestrian club that
has had a very successful season
thus far. The team is coming off
of a regional championship win,
and will participate at the IHSA
semifinals at Blackhawk College
in Morris, Illinois on March 19-20.
McDowell will be riding at
the semifinals for GVSU and
individually, in both western
horsemanship and reining.

Perched on the podium
Laker women earn third-place national finish, men come in fifth

VARSITY SCHEDULE
iiiMiimiiiiiiimiimiiiiiMiimiiiiiimiMiimimiiiiiii

GAINING GROUND: Senior Taylor Smith races up the track during the GVSU Tune-Up Meet on Feb. 19. The Lakers competed at the NCAA Division II Indoor Track and
Field National Championships in Pittsburg, Kansas from March 11-12, and walked away with top-10 finishes for both the men’s and women’s sides. GVL | EMILY FRYE

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Monday 7 p.m. at No. 14 Drury
{Ashland, Ohio)
' •

’

BASEBALL
Monday 2 p.m. at Rockhurst

{Clearwater, Florida)
WOMEN’S GOLF
Monday-Tuesday at Barry

invitational (Miami. Florida)

%

m
SOFTBALL
Wednesday 3 p.m./ 5 p.m. vs

Aquinas (Doubleheader)
TRACK AND FIELD
•

Thursday-Saturday at Alan
Connie Shamrock Invitational
(Conway, South Carolina) TBA

v.

1

BY JACOB ARVIDSON
JARVIDSON@LANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State se
nior pole vaulter Jaime
Roberts brought home
an individual national
championship for the
track and field team, helping to earn
the women’s team a trophy as well.
Roberts’ performance was the
highlight from an overall strong show
ing from both the men’s and womens
teams. The women scored 33 points to
finish third in the nation and the men
scored 38.25 points to finish fifth at
the Division II Indoor Track and Field
National Championships in Pittsburg,
Kansas from March 11-12.

DOWNLOAD
OUR APP......

“I’m very happy for the ladies,” said
GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes. “You
always hope to be the last ones called
to the podium, but getting to the po
dium is great. We didn’t have enough
firepower to win it, but we strung
enough points together for third.”
Of the 28 student-athletes
GVSU sent to the national champi
onship meet, 23 contributed points
for the Lakers and 15 left the meet
with All-American honors.
“I’m proud of both teams and
the way they competed,” Baltes said.
“They fought hard and the guys just
came up short of a trophy. Hope
fully we can keep it up and push for
a higher finish in outdoor.”
Roberts led the way. She cleared
the bar at 4.11 meters (13 feet, 5.75

inches) to edge out Missouri South
ern’s Melanie Bower and win her
first national championship.
“Going into the last jump there
were only two of us, and we both
didn’t have any misses,” Roberts said.
“After I cleared it on my second at
tempt Skylar (Schoen) was the first to
hug me. When Melanie (Bower) didn’t
make it, Skylar turned to me and said,
“You did it, Jaime. You won’ I am very
happy that I was able to help my team
out. I could hear them cheering me on
from all around the track. The support
I felt from them was amazing.”
Schoen didn’t score any points for
the Lakers in the pole vault, but she
was important to Roberts’ success.
“It was nice to have Skylar with
me to help balance out the pre-meet

nerves,” Roberts said. “We were able
to practice on the runway Wednes
day, so going into Friday we both
felt confident and ready.”
Baltes had high praise for his
national champion senior.
“She was fantastic,” he said. “She
did a great job competing and clear
ing big bars. Shout out to coach Lou
(Andreadis) for his prep with the
girls. He took them to another meet
last weekend, to get ready for this
weekend, and I think it showed.”
Bryce Bradley shined for the Lak
ers with a second-place finish in the
men’s 5,000-meter run. He sat in fifth
and sixth for almost the entire race,

SEE T*F | A8
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Building momentum
Lakers compete well in Florida circuit trip
BY JOSH PEICK
JPEICK(g)LA N THORN COM

he Grand Val
ley State men’s
tennis
team
finished a fiveday
spring
break trip to Florida with
a 3-2 record. The Lakers
won three matches handily
and lost two close matches,
both to teams ranked in
the top 10 in the nation.
GVSU’s first match came
against Concordia College
- New York. Concordia, the
No. 8-ranked team in the
nation, won the match 8-1.
While the overall score of
the match looks like a blow
out, the individual matches
were close scores.
Concordia swept the Lak
ers in singles play. All of the
games were dose, with sets
being decided by one or two
games. In doubles play, Con
cordia took two of three. The
Lakers’ lone victory of the af
ternoon came from the rac
quets of Jack Heiniger and
Sebastien Lescoulie in the
No. 2 doubles match.
Heiniger and Lescoulie
played together throughout
the trip, accumulating four
wins in the five matches that

they played. The two have
gelled well together in the ear
lier going of the spring season.
“I think we play the
same way,” Lescoulie said.
“We are both good at re
turning and we have a good
relationship. We help each
other out on the court”
The
Heiniger/Lescoulie combination was one of
the few doubles pairings
that did not change during
the trip. GVSU head coach
John Black toyed with the
doubles pairings all trip.
“We are mixing up the
doubles combinations a
little bit, trying people out
with different partners,”
Black said. “We are just try
ing to get a good idea of who
works best with whom.”
After
the
Concordia
match, the Lakers rattled off
three straight victories. GVSU
secured a pair of 7-2 victories
against West Chester Univer
sity and the University of Sci
ences, along with an 8-1 vic
tory against Post University.
Throughout the week,
freshman Nicholas Urban
had the most success in sin
gles play. Urban finished the
trip with four singles victo
ries to go along with only
one loss against Concordia.

“As the week went on I
definitely started to play bet
ter,” Urban said. “Getting
used to playing outside was
a little more difficult than I
thought it was going to be.”
The final match of the
trip for GVSU came against
Lynn University, another topranked team in the nation.
The Lakers almost pulled off
the win after splitting the sin
gles matches 3-3, but dropped
two of three in doubles play.
Although the Lakers were
not able to pull off the up
set, the early-season trip was
deemed a success by Black.
“We’re doing a lot of good
things and I think there is
still a lot we can improve
on,” Black said. “At this point
in the season, I think we are
playing very solid.”
The Lakers’ solid play is
a good sign heading into
the heart of the schedule.
GVSU will begin GLIAC
play on March 19 against
Hillsdale College. After
that match, eight of the re
maining 10 matches will be
against GLIAC opponents.
The next match for the
Lakers will be on March 15 at
Western Michigan Universi
ty against the Broncos (10-4)
in Kalamazoo, Michigan.

PLAY ON: Senior Andrew Heuerman rifles a serve against Davenport University in Grand Rapids at Premier
Athletic Club on Feb. 19. The Lakers saw top competition during spring break in Florida. GVL I emily FRYE

T&F
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A CUT ABOVE: Junior Brandon Bean competes in the high jump at the GVSU
Tune-Up meet in the Kelly Family Sports Center on Feb. 19. GVL | EMILY FRYE

WBB
CONTINUED FROM A7

in the game, trailing only by two.
After a couple of passes, the Flyers
got the ball to 6-foot-tall Jessica
Kelliher, who tied the game up
with a score under the basket.
With just eight seconds re
maining, the Lakers had the fi
nal possession, and they made it
count Point guard Janae Langs
took the ball up court, found a
seam and put up a double-dutch
layup with just two ticks left on
the dock, giving GVSU the upset
“I just happened to be the
last one to take the shot, and we
wouldn’t be in that position if it
wasn’t for my teammates, who
made some big things happen
down the stretch,” Langs said.
Langs led the team in scoring
with 16 points on the night.

The late-game heroics are
nothing new to Langs, who
nailed a clutch 3-pointer in the
closing seconds against Michi
gan Tech in the first-round
GLIAC tournament win against
the Huskies. Langs took over
for senior Brionna Barnett,
who had a season-ending back
injury in a Jan. 28 loss to SVSU.
“Coach (Phil) Sayers drew up
the play for her,” Williams said.
“She had confidence, felt she could
do it and I thought it was a great
play. She got down on two feet, a
little pull-up and boom — hit it”
The Lakers then took on ri
val SVSU the next day, which
they beat handily in the second
round of the GLLAC tourna
ment on March 5,76-51.
The Cardinals led once during
the entire game, and it was only a
one-point lead in the third quarter
that didn’t last long. The Lakers,

♦

but as Adam States Sydney Gidabuday began to pull away in the final 600
meters, Bradley shot out of the pack
to join him, and the two provided the
crowd with a neck-and-neck finish.
“It was the highlight of the day,”
Baltes said. “He ran a savvy, gritty race.
He made a great push and was just outkicked in the end. Zach Panning had a
great race too and got eighth place. I’m
real impressed with both of them.”
y) > Ethan Barnes and Gina Patterson <
each achieved third-place finishes
afl<L AUjAflWflicart honors. Barnes
excelled in the men’s 800-meter run
and Patterson had a solid showing in
the womens mile.
“Ethan was there,” Baltes said.
“He passed the leader by about one
quarter of an inch and then got

who had a 53-51 lead with four
minutes left in the game, used a
10-5 run to fend off the Cardinals.
Six of those points came
from CairndufF, whose late
misses at the free throw line
against Lewis nearly cost GVSU.
“We knew we had to shut
down their post players, and pre
vent dribble penetration,” Cairnduff said. “I think we played re
ally good team defense today and
played really well together overall.”
The Cardinals heaved up 72
field goal attempts compared
to the Lakers’ 57, but only con
verted on 24 of them (33.3 per
cent). In the second half alone,
the Cardinals only shot 11-of44 as a team (25 percent).
Cardinal forward and GLIAC
leading-scorer Emily Wendling
(18.1 points per game) was limited
to 10 points on 5-of-16 shooting.
CairndufF finished with 19 points

passed at the last second. He ex
ecuted a near-perfect race plan. For
Gina to stick her nose in there as a
freshman and compete was great.”
The Lakers also scored important
points in the 60-meter hurdles. On
the men’s side, Sean Wells finished
fourth. On the women’s side, Beatriz
Indurain ran a season-best time of
8.48 seconds to also finish fourth.
“She was lights out,” Baltes said. “It
looked tied going into the final hurdle.
She just got outleaned at the end.”
Tor’i Brooks shined in the heptath
lon for GVSU. His total of 5,285 points
was good for seventh place and ah
,, All-American honor. His point Total
set £k new GVSU record in the event. It
broke Brooks’ previous record of 5,141
points set two weeks earlier during the
GLIAC championship meet.
Darien Thornton finished third in
the men’s weight throw and eighth in
the men’s shot put to earn All-Amer

and six boards for the Lakers.
The Cardinals swept the Lak
ers in the regular season 2-0, but
the Lakers took the postseason
2-0, earning a trip to the round
of 16 on March 14 in Ashland,
Ohio. The Lakers will face
Drury University (26-4), the
No. 4 seed and No. 14-ranked
team in Division II. Drury ad
vanced to the regional finals
with an 86-60 beatdown of Ash
land, the GLIAC regular season
and tournament champion.
After what the Lakers have
accomplished thus far, Wil
liams says there’s no reason to
count them out now.
“That’s kind of what their
make-up is right now,” he said.
“They’ve got a staying mental
ity. They make plays and they’re
not giving up on (the postsea
son). This team just kind of
wants to stay around.”

ican honors. Chris Saikalis finished
third in the men’s shot put to earn
All-American status. Kyra Hull fin
ished seventh in the women’s weight
throw for All-American status as well.
Also leaving the meet as AllAmericans were Hunter Weeks, who
finished tied for eighth in the men’s
high jump, Angie Ritter, who finished
seventh in the women’s 60-meter dash,
Kendra Foley, who finished seventh in
both the women’s 5,000 and 3,000-me
ter runs, and Amy Cymerman, who
finished sixth in the women’s 5,000.
“Most of the crew will take
three or four days off to take a deep
breath and then they’ll get; pight
back to work,” Baltes said.
For some Lakers, however, the
competitions begin as early as
March 17 for the outdoor season, as
a few of the athletes head to Coastal
Carolina University for the Alan
Connie Shamrock Invitational.

GVLSports
Bracket
Challenge
Hop into March Madness
Lanthorn-style! Limit one
entry per person, top 10
brackets will win prizes.
LOG ON TO:
www.bit.ly/GVLSports
TO FILL OUT A. BRACKET
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Superb start
Lakers rip off 10-2 record during annual spring break trip
The pipe dream of an undefeated campaign,
however, was decisively dashed later on March
7 against Minnesota Duluth. In a role reversal
ankings and resume-building of the morning game, the Lakers lost 5-0.
“We didn’t make the adjustments at the
wins are buzzwords when the cal
endar turns to March. In college plate that we needed to and then when we
softball not so much. But, in the did, it was a little too late,” Callihan said. “But,
spirit of two-sport outfielder Ja- hopefully that’s a learning lesson for us and
nae Langs sinking game-winning shots for the that’s one of the things we talked about. Things
Grand Valley State women’s basketball team, like that are going to happen. We have to learn
there is nothing wrong with getting a head start. from it, move on and get the next one.”
Message received. Undeterred after its first
The GVSU softball team traveled to Cler
mont, Florida over spring break, bolstering a defeat of the season, the next day GVSU fought
perfect record after four consecutive victories from behind against Southern Indiana to force
at the season-opening Lewis Dome Invitational. extra innings, and eventually celebrated a 3-2
While the Lakers (14-2) return to cam win in the bottom of the 10th inning on an RBI
pus with a couple of blemishes on their single by junior catcher Marianne Deppe.
“It was amazing,” Deppe said. “It was a
once-flawless resume, a souvenir of domi
nance and prestige - a national ranking - big, in-region game and we lost to them
in regionals last year. So, it was nice to
might be following them home.
GVSU tore up the dirt diamonds in the seal the deal with a win like that.”
Having pushed across only three runs in the
Sunshine State during its annual spring trip
by going 10-2, including wins over nationally previous two games, the Lakers’ offense surged
ranked opponents and in-region NCAA tour again a few hours after the walk-off winner with
13 hits in a 9-1 thrashing of Saint Rose.
nament teams from a year ago.
Senior McKenze Supemaw
The impressive string of results
smacked her first home run of
could catapult the Lakers into the
the season in the first inning and
next NFCA Top 25 poll out later
“We’re playing
classmate Chelsea Horvath dou
this week. But, perhaps more rel
with a lot of
bled in another two runs as part
evant this early into the softball
of
a six-run third inning to help
season, the quality victories prove
confidence right
the Lakers pull away for good.
they can compete with anyone.
now. We’ve got a
“We are playing with a lot
“If we keep hitting the way
lot of potential.”
of confidence right now,” Cal
we are and making key defensive
lihan said. “We’ve got a lot of
plays, I think we can go all the
potential.
As long as we keep
way this year,” said sophomore
DANA CALLIHAN
improving every day, we are
pitcher Courtney Reinhold. “We
GVSU HEAD COACH
going to be in good shape.”
are still pretty young, but every
After Wednesday’s rest day,
one plays so well together and
GVSUs bats cooled off again in
we are just going to keep getting
the morning game on March 10.
stronger throughout the season.”
But, four runs on four hits were
GVSU allowed one run in
its First three games in Florida, with each enough to fend off Trevecca Nazarene - a Mid
west Region tournament team from a year ago.
starting pitcher going the distance.
Lipovsky struck out 11 batters in the
“It’s fantastic,” said GVSU head coach Dana
Callihan about the strength of her pitching 4-3 complete game win, but did make
staff. “If one has a rough inning or a rough things interesting by allowing three
game or something, then you know you got earned runs in the seventh inning.
A more potent GVSU attack showed up in
somebody to back them up. They are pulling
the afternoon game against Saint Joseph’s. Seven
for each other and that’s key for us right now.”
Reinhold got the ball first on March 6 and Lakers recorded a hit and freshman Shannon
knocked off Sioux Falls (8-1), senior Sara Flaherty led the way with three RBIs as GVSU
Andrasik followed by taking down No. 20 pushed past the Pumas, 9-4, to cap its third unWinona State (3-0) and the next morning, ■*w
freshman Allison Lipovsky postedatwo- %
incyflJP^
*v|tetfifcFTBALL J A10
hfttfer itYa 3-d shutout over Quii
BY ALEX EISEN
ACISEN@LANTHORN.COM

INVERTED: Freshman Brad Dalrymple (right) competes against his teammate on Oct. 10, 2015. Dalrymple won the 1-meter diving event at Division II nationals over the weekend. GVL | EMILY frye

A meet to remember
Lakers set seven school records, 59 total AllAmerican honors at national championships
BY MASON TRONSOR
MTRONSOR@LANTHORN.COM

istory was made
last week after
the Grand Val
ley State mens
and
womens
swimming and diving teams
competed in the 2015-16 Di
vision II National Champi
onships in Indianapolis.
In the final overall stand
ings, the men’s squad placed
seventh with a final total
score of 233.5, while the
women made history by fin
ishing fifth with a total score
of 226, the womens best fin
ish in program history.
“We did incredibly well,”
said GVSU head coach Andy
Boyce. “Fifth is the highest the
womens team has ever been.”
Junior Leonie Van Noort
led the way for the womens
team, winning two events
and also making history by
becoming the first womens
swimmer or diver to win at na
tionals in GVSU program his
tory. She won both the 200 and
1,650-meter freestyle events.
Van Noort s 1,650-meter free
style clocked in at 16:34.44,
good for a GVSU record.
“I’m honored that I’m
the first Laker woman and
I hope that a lot of girls

will follow me,” Van Noort
said. “This meet was amaz
ing and it was nice to race
against fast swimmers.”
After finishing second in
the final GLIAC meet stand
ings, the women’s team was
able to turn up the intensity
and finish the season strong.
Senior Gianni Ferrero
once again led the men’s side
with a huge victory in the
100-meter butterfly event. He
also finished second in the
200-meter individual medley.
Along with Ferrero, the
GVSU men’s squad was also
aided by the performance
of freshman diver Brad Dal
rymple. His score of 540.45
on the 1-meter diving board
propelled him to the top spot
and national championship.
The men’s team fell short of
finishing in the top five after
winning the GLLAC confer
ence meet, but still performed
up to Boyce’s standards.
“It was amazing to see the
whole team rally behind each
other every session of the
meet all week long,” Boyce
said. “I’m extremely proud of
this team. Go Lakers.”
GVSU swimmers and
divers received 59 total All
American honors and four
men and women set NCAA
records. Ferrero led the charge
in All-American awards, se

curing six for himself alone,
while Dalrymple, Danny
Abbott, Marius Mikalauskas,
Gabriel Souza, Jared Gregory,
Ian Ellis, Ben Walling and Joe
Gucwa all recorded multiple
for the Laker men.
Van Noort, unsurpris
ingly, notched a women’s
team-high seven All-Amer
ican honors, while Lara
Deibel and Mercedes Mar
tinez added four each, and
Kathryn Culver, Emily Gal
lagher and Sam Postmus all
recorded three apiece.
“The NCAA champion
ships are very motivating,”
Boyce said. “You are able
to see so many talented
people every day.”
Strong finishes from
both squads at the national
championships will serve
as momentum for next sea
son. The men’s side will miss
Ferrero, a senior, while the
women’s side will be without
senior leader Hannah Deak.
Both squads will return
key contributors next year,
however, as Van Noort will
lead the women’s side, and
divers will help lead the
mens side in 2016-17.
The Lakers set seven
school records at the meet.
Queens (N.C.) Won national
championships for both the
men and the womeft.1
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East Coast gauntlet
Lakers split matches against top-notch competition over break
BY BRADY MCATAMNEY
BMCATAMNEY@LANTHORN.COM

pring break is often
seen by college students
as a time of relaxation
and few responsibili
ties. Whether it involves
soaking up the sun or visiting family
back home, few students grind over
the week-long pause.
Some who do, however, are the
Grand Valley State lacrosse play
ers, who went out twice over break
to take on two top-level teams and
ended up splitting the games.
In their first game against No. 19
Bentley on March 8, the No. 11 Lakers
put up nine first-period goals to take a
comfortable lead into the break. GVSU
held on to its early cushion, expand
ing its lead up to five goals at times.
Roughly seven minutes into the second
half, Bentley scored back-to-back goals
within 50 seconds of each other to make
the lead uncomfortably close at two.
The nets went uninterrupted
for five minutes until GVSU s Ryan
Skomial netted her third goal of the

game. Nine minutes later, Chelsey
Bishop scored to bring the lead back
up to a safe margin of four.
Bentley would not give up. The
Falcons again scored twice in a row
to bring the lead back to two with just
over four minutes to play. Sarah Zwilsky made two big saves in the final mo
ments to clinch the victory by a score of
13-11 in Waltham, Massachusetts.
“(The win) definitely feels really
good,” Skomial said. “Its a good boost
of confidence. I think we could’ve
played a bit better, but it did feel nice.
“I think we all really worked hard
We wanted it Some things needed to
be cleaned up or perfected. We all just
worked really hard and hustled.”
GVSU
head
coach
Alicia
Groveston was happy with the win,
but knew that things would need to be
cleaned up if the Lakers were going to
beat the next club on their schedule.
“We have to be smarter with the
ball,” she said. “Read the game and
make the best decision for what is
happening at the time. We overall
must play better to compete at the
highest levels. This was a good test for

us and something we needed to see
before Le Moyne this weekend.”
Things didin’t go as planned during
the second match of break, as the Lak
ers dropped a 14-11 decision to No. 2 Le
Moyne in Syracuse, New York.
The game was hotly contested, as the
two teams traded goals early. Le Moyne
pulled away, however, and held a lead for
the final 50 minutes. The Lakers made
it close toward the end of the second
period with goals from Carlyn Shisler
and Kira Dosenberry, but were unable
to capitalize and allowed one more shot
to strike twine from a Le Moyne partici
pant before the final buzzer.
Despite the result, Groveston was
not disappointed with the way her team
performed. She felt her team played
calmly and did not rush or force things.
“Overall I think it was a positive
(game) for our program,” she said.
The Lakers are now 2-3 — a record
they have held every year since 2013.
GVSU can now focus on GLLAC play,
in which the program has never lost a
game. The conference season begins
on March 24 when McKendree will
make its way to Allendale.

primarily southern teams, which are able to
practice on grass all throughout the winter.
The tournament likely featured some of the
toughest competition GVSU will see all spring.
“That was the purpose of this tourna
ment,” said GVSU head coach Gary Bissell.
“It threw us into the fire and hopefully
now we respond correctly.”
The course itself was another challenge for
GVSU. The Chamberlyn Country Club has Ber
muda grass, commonly used in southern cours
es, which was unfamiliar to the Lakers.
“We struggled pitching and chipping,”
said sophomore Domenic Mancinelli. “We
lost several pretty easy pitch shots just not
being used to the grass”
The results may not have been what the
Lakers would have liked, but the tourna
ment was still valuable.
“We didn’t play well, but we got two rounds
under our belt after a four month layoff’ Bissell
said. “Were basically trying to knock the rust off’
Macinelli did not look rusty as he led
the Lakers with a 149 (+5). Freshman Bryce
Messner picked up right where he left off
from the fall season, and was the second
scorer for the Lakers with a 149 (+5) of his
own. Freshman Mitchell White scored third
as the underclassmen played an important
role for the Lakers in the tournament.
“Our young guys deserve a lot of cred

M. GOLF

Getting started
Lakers finish 11th at Dave Falconer Classic

QUICK TALK: Grand Valley State head coach Gary Bissell (left) instructs Chris Beltzer at the Meadows
Golf Course in Allendale on April 29, 2015. GVSU golfed in Arkansas during break. GVL | KEVIN sielaff
BY BRENDAN MCMAHON
BMCMAHON@LANTHORN.COM

n

he Grand Valley State men’s golf
team began its spring season with
an 1 lth-place finish, shooting a 599
(+23), in Arkansas at the Dave Fal
coner Classic on March 7-8.

SOFTBALL
CONTINUED FROM A9

defeated day in Florida.
“Everyone in our lineup are
great hitters,” Flaherty said.
“When we all come together, that’s
when we are at our best.”
Home runs by Supernaw and
freshman Rachel Terwilliger sealed
another 3-0 win over a ranked op
ponent in Friday’s first game. No. 21
West Chester was baffled in the bat
ters box and couldn’t catch a break

The Lakers found themselves tied for
ninth place after the first day of the tour
nament, shooting a 297 (+9). They took a
short step back, adding a few strokes on
day two and dropping a couple of posi
tions on the leaderboard.
The Dave Falconer Classic did not lack
competition. The tournament consisted of 21

in the outfield as Reinhold hurled a
complete game, two-hitter.
“I really relied on my defense.
They played a heck of a game,”
Reinhold said. “There isn’t one
(defensive moment) that stands
out to me, but everyone just
played their hearts out and dove
for everything. It’s awesome to
have teammates that do that.”
A slip-up against Slippery
Rock in Friday’s second game
dealt the Lakers and junior start
ing pitcher Ellie Balbach their
second loss of the season, 4-2.

FREE POSITION: Former Laker Brooke Ingraham (28) gets set during Grand
Valley State's win over Fort Lewis on March 26, 2015. gvl | KEVIN SIELAFF

The winning runs crossed home
plate in the top of the seventh after
two costly miscues on a fielding error
and a wild pitch. But, the lack of of
fense put the Lakers in that position.
“We just didn’t look ourselves.
(We were) off our game a little bit,
and we faced a pitcher that was
throwing to us different,” Callihan
said. “She was throwing to us outside
and she was really slow. So, that was
something we had trouble adjusting
to, chasing stuff we shouldn’t have
been chasing and not being disci
plined enough with our swings.”

it,” Bissell said. “We definitely need our
upperclassmen to step up.”
Although Bissell likes to see strong per
formances from underclassmen, he wants
to see his older golfers compete and lead.
It can be challenging winning without ex
perienced leaders at the forefront.
“There’s no added pressure to perform
(as underclassmen), we’re all really sup
portive of each other,” Messner said.
The tournament was a good way for the Lak
ers to measure where they stack up against qual
ity competition. With over two months until
postseason play, time is no issue. Regardless, Bis
sell is adamant his Lakers improve every day.
With the GLIAC South Invitational in
a couple of weeks, the Lakers are eyeing a
morale booster.
“It would be huge for our confidence
to get back on track and win the GLIAC
South Invitational,” Bissell said.
Bissell’s goal for the Lakers is to win all three
GLIAC events this season. They already won
the GLIAC North Invitational earlier in the fall
season, the South Invitational is upcoming and
the GLIAC Championship rolls around later
in the year. The momentum of winning those
events is crucial in postseason play.
The Lakers travel to Lexington, Kentucky
for the GLIAC South Invitational beginning on
March 25 at the Andover Country Club.

It was also an uncharacteristi
cally rough day for Balbach. Not
only did she get tagged with anoth
er loss, she had her team-high 10game hitting streak snapped in the
game against West Chester.
Brushing off the past, Balbach de
livered an RBI double in the bottom of
the first inning to open the scoring on
the Lakers’ last day of the spring trip.
From there, the runs kept coming.
GVSU coasted to a six-inning, 13-5
mercy win over Pace. Five Lakers had
multiple hits. Supernaw and Balbach
each drove in three RBIs, while sopho

more Kaylie Rhynard went 4-fbr-4
and ended the spring trip as the team
leader in batting average (.442), runs
scored (13) and stolen bases (7).
Finishing strong with a 6-1 win
over Minnesota State Moorhead,
Lipovsky allowed just one run on
three hits to convincingly con
clude the 12-game trip. She leads
the pitching staff in wins with a
6-0 record, ERA (0.82) and op
posing batting average (.150).
On deck for the Lakers is the dou
bleheader home opener against Aqui
nas on March 16 at 3 p.m. and 5 p.m.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

LAKER EXCHANG

some restrictions apply
email lakerexchange@lanthorn.com for more info on restrictions
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES EMAIL

lakerexchange<a)lanthom.com

Announcements

Cook Leadership Academy
is inspired by
Ralph Hauenstein’s life of
leadership and service, the
Hauenstein Center for
Presidential Studies is
dedicated to raising a
community of ethical,
effective leaders for the
twenty-first century. Apply by
March 18th.

Announcements

This year for the seventh
time, GVSU is competing in
RecycleMania. This year
RecycleMania will run from
January 19th through March
29th. Please help us win this
competition by placing only
non-recyclable materials in
the waste stream. All paper,
cardboard, glass, plastics,
tin, and aluminum should be
recycled. Thanks for your
help!

ANSWERS
»

TO
PUZZLES

Housing

Housing

Conifer Creek Apartments
offers 4 bedrooms,
4 1/2 baths, garage, cable
and internet included,
washer and dryer in every
unit, 3/4 of a mile from
GVSU, walking distance to
bus stop, restaurants, and
grocery store, lower utility
bills!

Looking for subleaser at
Meadows Crossing from
May 1 -July 15. $479/month
but will negotiate. You will
have your own bedroom and
bathroom. Email at
whitejus@mail.gvsu.edu
if interested.
Meadows Crossing has the
best off-campus housing
near Grand Valley. Our
townhomes offer modern
amenities, comfort, privacy,
and a great location. Our
student apartments are
conveniently located at the
48th Avenue entrance to
GVSU.

Interested in a new
apartment complex? Check
out The Enclave,
located behind Main Street
Pub Amenities include pool,
grilling area, fitness center
and is pet friendly.
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Services

Brian’s Books is the better
bookstore! With guaranteed
lower textbook prices than
our on-campus competition.
Dare to compare at either
the Allendale or Downtown
GR location.

Learn to play the banjol
Bluearass or clawhammer
style banjo lessons suited for
the beginner. No previous
musical experience
necessary. $30 per
hour-long session, $100 for
four sessions. Call, text, or
email for more information.
(231)750-5597
sawinc@mail.gvsu.edu.

Heart’s Journey Wellness
Center (HJWC) is a warm
and inviting space in
Allendale, Michigan. Let their
space provide you with a
little respite and retreat from
your day-to-day life. As a
yoga student or a client you
will find a place of healing
and serenity at their center.

Jimmy John’s offers •
gourmet sandwiches with a
ton of options to choose
from. If you don’t want to
leave campus, the Lake
Michigan Drive store will
deliver right to your location
in no time!

Call or order online

Student Org Events
SigEp Shaves for a Cure is
Wednesday, March 16th in
the Thornapple room in
Kirkhof from 6:00pm to 8:30
pm. The event is free to
enter, but you can purchase
meal tickets for $4 from a
brother, or $5 at the event.
This ticket gives you access
to the nacho bar and other
assorted snacks and
beverages. At the event,
there wiTl be carnival games
and prizes. This is an event
you dont want to miss! Help
SigEp reach their goal of
raising $15,000
for childhood cancer
research.
♦ ♦
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